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Audit and Governance Committee  April 2015

Agenda Item: Freedom of Information Act 2000 and Data Protection Act 1998 
report and statistics, January – December 2014.

Summary

This report advises Members of the impact of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
(FOI) and the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA) (and related legislation) on the 
Council during 2014.

Key Points

 There has been an increase (7.8%) in the number of requests received and 
logged in comparison with 2013. 

 The percentage of requests responded to within the statutory timescales in 
2014 is 88%; this remains above the ICO’s target of 85%.

 The complexity of requests continues to increase. 

 The most resource intensive requests have seen the most increase, i.e. the 
subject access requests.

 There has been a decrease in the percentage of internal reviews received.

Recommendations

That the report be noted.
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1.    Proportion of requests meeting statutory deadlines

During 2014 the Council has answered 88% of requests within the statutory 
deadline.  Chart 1 shows the monthly response rates and how they compare with 
the internal target of 90% on time. 
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2. Detailed Background Information

Requests for Information

The Council saw a rise in the number of requests, compared with 2013, 
especially in the first half of the year.

1st 
half 
2012

2nd 
half 
2012

1st 
half 
201
3

2nd 
half 
201
3

1st half 
2014

2nd 
half 
2014

2012 2013 2014

Number 
received

738 648 844 911 1043 849 1386 1755 1892

Percentage 
increase 
from 
previous 
period

14.5% -12% 30% 8% 14.5% -18.5% 6% 27% 7.8%
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Chart 2 shows that in 2014, 1,892 requests were received, compared with 1,755 in 
2013. An average of 157.66 requests per month was received over the year; an 
additional 11 requests per month (in 2013  the average was 146.25 requests per 
month).
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Chart 3 shows the variation in the number of requests by requester type.  Requests 
from private individuals remain the overall majority at 49%, which is a decrease of 
5% from 2013.  The increase in requests from the public sector is due to the number 
of enquiries rceived from the police regarding investigations into historic child abuse 
(see Section 9).

Requests have been received about a wide variety of topics including public helath 
services, road safety inspections, spend on staffing,  ICT and telecommunications, 
Javelin Park, superfast broadband,  staffing numbers, care funding, parking charges, 
children’s homes,  road gritting, adult social care, education (schools, teachers and 
admissions), staff contacts and structure charts, roads and transport, land searches, 
Council spend on legal services, libraries, fire service, compensation claims, budgets 
and funding.

Other requests relate to a variety of subjects, including winter maintenance on the 
roads and firework licenses.

Chart 4: Distribution of requests by service area

Service Area Number Average in 2014

All 5 0.26%

Adults 205 10.84%

Community Safety 149 7.88%

Communities & 
Infrastructure (from Nov 
2013) 20

1.06%

Children & Families 467 24.68%
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Commissioning 35 1.85%

Enabling & Transition 221 11.68%

Finance 41 2.17%

Highways, Planning & 
Transport 348

18.39%

Public Health (from July 
2013) 35

1.85%

Transferred to districts, 
schools etc 163

8.62%

Social Care (both 
Adults and Children & 
Families) 157

8.30%

Strategy and Challenge 36

1.90%

Waste Management 10 0.53%

Chart 4 shows the distribution of requests by service area for 2014.  The number of 
requests for Enabling & Transition has dropped by 3% as compared to 2013. The 
number of requests for Children’s Services has risen by 1.65%.  Highways, Planning 
and Transport  requests have decreased from 19.72% to 18.39%.  Adult Care 
enquiries have increased by just under 1%.  

3. Refusal of requests

FOI requests were refused in part on 264 occasions and in whole on 54 occasions 
during 2014.  The exemptions used were:

 S12 – Cost of compliance exceeds appropriate limit
 S14(1)  – Vexatious and repeated requests
 S21 -  Information accessible to the applicant by other means
 S22 – Information intended for future publication
 S30 – Investigations 
 S31 – Law enforcement
 S36 – Prejudice to the effective conduct of public affairs
 S40 – Personal information
 S41 – Information provided in confidence
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 S42 – Legal professional privilege
 S43 – Commercial Interests  
 S44 – Prohibitions on disclosure

The EIR (Environmental Information Regulations) exceptions used were:

 EIR 12(3) – Personal data
 EIR 12 5(e) – The confidentiality of commercial or industrial information where 

such confidentiality is provided by law to protect a legitimate economic 
interest

 EIR 12 5(f) – The interests of the person who provided the information
 EIR 13 and 12 (3)  – Personal information

In addition, in instances of partial disclosure, this is because some of the information 
requested was not held (76 occasions).

4. Time spent on answering requests

It is not possible to give the exact time spent on answering requests for information 
because this data is not currently recorded, particularly by those gathering the 
information in service areas.   

The figures for the time spent by the Information Management Service in 2014 can 
be calculated by estimating the level of difficulty of each request in relative terms, as 
follows:   

Level of Difficulty Total Enquiries 
2012

Total Enquiries 
2013

Total Enquiries 
2014

Easy (estimated less than 5 
hours work)

912 1249 1135

Medium (estimated between 
5 and 15 hours work)

355 402 560

Difficult (estimated greater 
than 15 hours work)

118 99 172

As shown above there has been an increase in the complex requests received, 
which is considered to have contributed to the reduction in percentage responded to 
on time.
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It is necessary to conduct the public interest test when we are considering applying 
all exceptions under the EIRs and most exemptions under FOI.  The Council is also 
required, in most cases, to explain the outcome to the applicant.   This has involved 
considerable time on the part of the officers involved.  In addition, the requests are 
often complex, comprise multiple parts within one request (for example, 16 requests 
had between 51 and 235 elements within them) and require information from several 
different business units.  As noted in previous reports this increase in complexity 
continues to be the case.  

Approximately 78 hours were spent by Legal Services on requests for information 
related queries in 2014, this is a significant increase from the 39 hours in 2013.  The 
time spent by the Information Management Service on work relating to FOI and DPA 
internal reviews and complaints received in 2014 was 279.5 hours.  This means that 
there has been a decrease of 41.6% in time spent by the Information Management 
Service compared with 2013. The decrease in volume shows that the work done to 
review procedures, along with the additional effort to ensure that responses to 
original requests are full and accurate, is having a positive impact.

5. Freedom of Information Internal Reviews and Complaints

22 requests for internal reviews were received in 2014, each of which was 
thoroughly investigated.  9 reviews were upheld in part and 4 were upheld in full.  8 
reviews were not upheld, and 1 request for review was out of time.

1 complaint has been received from the Information Commissioner (ICO) for 2014, 
which resulted in a Decision Notice supporting the Council’s position:

 The request asked for annual usage and annual cost since completion of 
the rescue boat launching facilities located in Tewkesbury.

 The ICO found that the Council does not hold the information requested 
and that the Council has complied with the FoIA so no further action was 
required.

6.  Data Protection

The Council received 399 requests under the Data Protection Act in 2014.  This 
compares with 293 Subject Access Requests received in 2013.  This is a 36% 
increase.

Gloucestershire County Council has a responsibility under the Data Protection Act 
1998 to ensure appropriate and proportionate security of the personal data they hold. 
(DPA 1998 7th Principle).  Therefore, the Information Management Service continues 
to monitor information security breaches.  We also continue to provide an advisory 
service for schools on this subject as part of the Councils’ Traded Service.

7.  Data Protection Complaints
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10 data protection complaints were received and investigated in 2014; 4 were upheld 
in full, 4 were upheld in part, and 2 were not upheld. 

1 complaint has been received from the Information Commissioner (ICO) for 2014:  

 The original requester felt that not all the information the council holds was 
released and that some information was redacted (blanked out) 
unnecessarily.  

 The ICO requested that the Council reinvestigate the request and provide a 
further response, which it did.  

 The ICO took no further action in the matter.

8.  Customer Feedback

Although we invite feedback on every response we rarely receive any.  Six 
comments were received in 2014:

 One stated they submitted a request under FOI as it was easier than trying to 
find out who to contact directly;

 One felt the service area was not answering their queries so submitted a 
request

 One did not understand a decision that had been made so took the FOI route; 
 Two stated that they used the FOI route as they could not find the information 

on the Council’s website; and  
 One stated ‘other’ but gave no further explanation.

9. Information Management Service Developments

We have again retained our Clearmark Access to Records Award for our service to 
care leavers.

An advice clinic has been set up within IMS to enable the FOI team to focus on the 
increasing number and complexity of FOI requests.

Work has continued on developing the request management processes and 
systems.

To comply with a national protocol, at the beginning of 2014, IMS became the single 
point of contact (SPOC) for all requests from the police. These include proof of life 
enquiries and investigations into alleged historic child abuse.  Throughout the year 
these requests have continued to increase in number and complexity. This work has 
been kept under review and a 6-month placement for a SPOC Co-ordinator will 
commence in February to enable the service to better evaluate the impact of this 
work. 
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